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Some great websites to look at for

information are: 

https://www.youngminds.org.uk/par

ent/a-z-

guide/adhd/#HowcanIhelpmychildwi

thADHD

https://adhdfoundation.org.uk/pare

nts/
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WHAT IS ADHD?
Attention  Deficit HyperactivityDisorder (ADHD) is a condition that

includes symptoms such asinattentiveness, hyperactivity and
impulsiveness.

Symptoms of attention deficithyperactivity disorder include ashort attention span, constantlyfidgeting and acting withoutthinking.

Attention deficit hyperactivitydisorder can often be treated with
medicines and talking therapies.

It's not clear what causes attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder, but it

tends to run in families.



Supporting children with ADHD at home. 

Although it can be difficult at times, it's important to remember

that a child with ADHD cannot help their behaviour. People with

ADHD find it difficult to suppress impulses, which means they

do not stop to consider a situation, or the consequences, before

they act.

If you're looking after a child with ADHD, you may find the

below advice helpful.

Plan the day

Plan the day so your child knows what to expect. Set routines

can make a difference to how a child with ADHD copes with

everyday life. For example, if your child has to get ready for

school, break it down into structured steps, so they know

exactly what they need to do.

Set clear boundaries

Make sure everyone knows what behaviour is expected, and

reinforce positive behaviour with immediate praise or rewards.

Be clear, using enforceable consequences, such as taking away a

privilege, if boundaries are overstepped and follow these

through consistently.

Be positive

Give specific praise. Instead of saying a general: "Thanks for

doing that," you could say: "You washed the dishes really well.

Thank you."

This will make it clear to your child that you're pleased and why.

There are lots of great books

about ADHD that will help

children to understand what it

means and to see that it isn't

something to worry about. Here

are a few suggestions. 

Giving instructions

If you're asking your child to do something, give brief

instructions and be specific. Instead of asking: "Can you

tidy your bedroom?" say: "Please put your toys into the

box and put the books back onto the shelf." This makes

it clearer what your child needs to do and creates

opportunities for praise when they get it right.

Incentive scheme

Set up your own incentive scheme using a points or star

chart, so good behaviour can earn a privilege. For

example, behaving well on a shopping trip will earn your

child time on the computer or some sort of game.

Involve your child in it and allow them to help decide

what the privileges will be.

These charts need regular changes or they become

boring. Targets should be:

immediate – for example, daily

intermediate – for example, weekly

long-term – for example, 3-monthly

Try to focus on just 1 or 2 behaviours at a time.








